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This is a light cake made with eggs, flour and sugar.  

It gets its light, fluffy texture from air beaten into egg 

whites. If fat is added, normally butter, it’s called Genoese.  

The job of a sponge cake is to carry fillings, creams,  

toppings and decorations, it is rarely eaten on its own.

Often called pound or butter cakes, these cakes tend to 

contain significant quantities of butter (or margarine,  or 

shortening), which adds firmness and weight.  

These mixes depend on leavening agents such as baking 

soda or baking powder.

ROBUST

ROBUST
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When you partner with Dawn, you get more than just great products. You get  partnership, expertise and dedication to 
help make your bakery business a success. Our sponge and cake mixes are organised under new ranges to make it easy 
for you and your team to find the right product every time.

DAWN’S REVITALISED SPONGE AND CAKE MIXES PORTFOLIO

Dawn® cake mixes are made with high-
quality ingredients and provide your bakery 
with delicious cakes you can depend on. 

Trusted products that meet Dawn’s quality 
and performance standards. TRUSTEDTRUSTED

QUALITYQUALITY

Dawn Exceptional® cake mixes deliver 
premium quality with unparalleled consistency 
and performance to differentiate your bakery.

Dawn’s premium product line that 
delivers category-leading quality and 
performance. 

OUR VERY OUR VERY 
BESTBEST
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PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Our traditional Sponge Cake ingredients are ideal for creating everyday cakes. These mixes and bases are perfect for 
luxurious, tasty cakes, Swiss rolls, desserts or sophisticated and indulgent patisserie. Just decorate with other Dawn 
products like Fruit Fillings, Frostings and Icings, and you’ll have cakes your customers will love.

SPONGE MIXES

Category Item # Description Pack Weight Format Flavour Add
Water

Add
Oil

Add
Eggs

  DAWN STANDARD
0.00330.845 DAWN® SUPERSPONGE CAKE MIX PLAIN Bag 12.5kg Mix PLAIN

0.00731.275 DAWN® SUPERSPONGE CAKE MIX CHOCOLATE Bag 12.5kg Mix CHOCOLATE

0.02331.453 DAWN® SPONGE CAKE MIX TRADITIONAL PLAIN Bag 12.5kg Mix PLAIN

0.00329.797 DAWN® SPONGE & PUDDING CAKE MIX PLAIN Bag 12.5kg Mix PLAIN

6.00044.024 DAWN® SPONGE & PUDDING CAKE MIX CHOCOLATE Bag 12.5kg Mix CHOCOLATE

 DAWN EXCEPTIONAL
6.00034.024 DAWN® EXCEPTIONAL SPONGE CAKE MIX PREMIUM PLAIN Bag 12.5kg Mix PLAIN

0.00892.176 DAWN® EXCEPTIONAL GENOESE CAKE BASE GOLDEN Bag 12.5kg Base PLAIN

6.00109.024 DAWN® EXCEPTIONAL GENOESE CAKE BASE DARK DEVILS CHOCOLATE Bag 12.5kg Base CHOCOLATE

Dawn Cake Mixes and Bases are easy to prepare and create delicious long lasting cakes. Create a variety of sweet treats 
like sheet cakes, loaf cakes and traditional muffins. Their tolerance and ease of use guarantee a great result every time.

CAKE MIXES

Category Item # Description Pack Weight Format Flavour Add
Water

Add
Oil

Add
Eggs

 
 DAWN STANDARD

0.01073.296 DAWN® CAKE MIX FARMHOUSE TRADITIONAL PLAIN Bag 12.5kg Mix PLAIN

6.00316.024 DAWN® CAKE BASE MADEIRA Bag 12.5kg Base PLAIN

2.11001.435 DAWN® SUMIX SOFT PLAIN Bag 15kg Mix PLAIN

6.56308.805 DAWN® SUMIX CHOCOLATE Bag 15kg Base CHOCOLATE



COMPLETE SOLUTIONS

      Fonds and Cremes: 

Dawn’s range of fonds and cremes are 

made with high-quality ingredients 

which will enhance your sweet bakery 

with delicious creamy fillings you can 

depend on and your customers will 

love.

Use our full range of icings, mixes, glazes and toppings to help excite customers and make your  
cakes stand out.

DAWN’S ‘FROM START TO FINISH’ PRODUCTS

Fillings: 

Dawn offers a wide range of ready-

to-use fruit fillings with high fruit 

content and excellent taste made 

with high quality fruits. These fillings 

are bake, freeze and thaw stable 

and have a brilliant shine, are easy to 

use and suitable for many different 

applications.

Decoration: 

When you‘re looking for a little extra 

to finish your cake you will always find 

the right piece in our exclusive range 

of Dobla® decorations.

Patisserie mixes: 

Our patisserie mixes are high-quality 

products for all kinds of fine pastry 

applications, like choux, macarons, or 

Tarte Citron. Patisserie mixes are the 

basis for the handcrafted production of 

many traditional pastries. 

Icings and Frostings: 

Whether you need a chocolate icing 

that gives you smooth coverage or a 

creamy tasting frosting, Dawn Icings 

and Frostings provide stability, ease of 

use and different flavour possibilities.

HAVE QUESTIONS OR WANT RECIPE INSPIRATION? 
Call 01386 760843 or visit WWW.DAWNFOODS.COM/UK

ESTABLISHED TRUST
For over 100 years, Dawn Foods has been a trusted advisor to its customers, helping drive 

their business forward with the right mix of products, innovations, global perspectives 

and inspired bakery expertise. For more information about the company, its products 

and culture, please visit www.dawnfoods.com/uk.

Dawn Foods UK Ltd. Worcester Road, Evesham, Worcs, WR11 4QU, UK

Phone: +44 1386 760 843

Email: Info.UK@dawnfoods.com
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